Worldwide increase in diabetes: implications for tuberculosis control
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Abstract: Diabetes presents a greater threat to global tuberculosis (TB) control than previously appreciated, with risk of reversing the achievements of several decades. An estimated 382 million people worldwide currently have diabetes, half of whom are undiagnosed. Most live in low- and middle-income countries alongside many of the two billion individuals infected with TB. Though the frequency of TB in type 1 diabetes was known for centuries, only recently have we observed the tripling of TB in type 2 diabetes, most significantly in high-burden TB populations such as in Peru, Russia, and the People’s Republic of China. In India diabetes is estimated to have increased TB cases by 46% between 1998 and 2008. Diabetes is a greater long-term threat to TB control than human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) since ten-fold more people are affected by diabetes than HIV/AIDS in larger geographic areas. Diabetes in TB increases drug resistance, treatment failure, and mortality, and may increase the spread of drug-resistant strains. Delayed or missed diagnosis fuels transmission of TB and hinders control of diabetes. Tailored treatment for diabetes patients requires well-designed clinical trials. The World Health Organization (WHO) framework for care and control of diabetes and TB needs improved screening strategies. Determination of how best to establish bi-directional screening is hampered by lack of affordable and reliable methods. Recommendations include education of health care providers, patients, and communities. Structured diabetes programs with registries and effective follow-up could be modeled on and communicate with existing TB programs. Vital research should address new diagnostic tools, lowering cost and evaluation of intervention strategies, as well as better understanding of the impaired immune responses that make diabetes patients more susceptible to TB leading to targeted therapies. Solutions will require the combination of good science, good decision-making, adequate funding, and political will.
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Introduction

In 1935 tuberculosis (TB) was listed among the four commonest causes of death in patients with diabetes mellitus. Indeed, before the introduction of insulin it was estimated that infections, most commonly TB, killed 20% of all diabetes patients. At that time many diabetes patients were young at onset and had type 1 diabetes, described as ‘juvenile-onset diabetes’. Today type 1 has been eclipsed by type 2 diabetes, which is now responsible for over 90% of reported diabetes. Type 2 diabetes is a leading component with cardiovascular disease of the pandemic of noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) and is now increasingly seen in young people, including adolescents and children. Today it is estimated that 382 million people have diabetes, and this number is predicted to increase to 592 million by 2035. Type 2 diabetes and the NCDs...
to which it belongs can reasonably be listed as the pandemic of the 21st century.4-6

Concurrently there are an estimated 2 billion individuals infected with TB in the course of another, well-established and ancient pandemic. There were 8.6 million new active cases of TB in 2013, and 1.3 million deaths.7,8 In most countries effective programs reducing transmission by using directly observed therapy (DOTS) have been able to slow TB spread.9,10 However, the emergence of HIV/AIDS in the 1980s had major adverse impact on both the epidemiology and course of TB infections, adversely impacting the progress of TB control efforts.11 That the medical community was slow to recognize the importance of TB in HIV/AIDS increased the impact of the coinfection.12

Similarly, the insidious impact of diabetes on TB epidemiology, like that of AIDS in the early years, has been slowly recognized. Addressing the impact of diabetes on TB infections is complex. In addition to high rates of undiagnosed diabetes, those with diabetes have higher rates of undiagnosed TB.5,7 They are also thought to have more latent TB infections (LTBI), which may more frequently become active disease, possibly due to the effects of diabetes on the immune system. Management of comorbid diabetes and TB is challenging, with delayed mycobacterial clearance, high rates of relapse and deaths, and development of secondary drug resistance. In nearly all countries multidrug-resistant (MDR)-TB strains are spreading in the guise of a progressive secondary TB pandemic, threatening TB control programs.11,14 In countries with high rates of MDR-TB, diabetes has the potential to fuel primary spread of resistant strains. We have some understanding of the possible immune mechanisms through which diabetes creates susceptibility to TB but better knowledge will be critical in developing novel therapy to diminish the risk of TB to the diabetes patient.

The preceding discussion shows that diabetes presents profound threats to TB control, including MDR-TB. How to deal with these many threats is beginning to be addressed, but there are more questions than answers. Solutions will require the combination of good science, good decision-making, adequate funding, and political will. This review examines the advances and gaps in knowledge.

Methods

This review discusses the current knowledge of the impact of diabetes globally on the epidemiology of TB with particular emphasis on TB control, including MDR-TB. To do this a literature search was conducted using PubMed and Embase, supplemented by searches using Google Scholar to derive older citations and online reports, and by accessing the bibliographies of relevant literature, prominent among which are three formal systematic reviews with meta-analysis.15-17 Literature was reviewed from journals focused on the epidemiology of TB and diabetes, global public health, socioeconomic issues, immunology, and clinical and basic science. Ethical approval was not required for the purposes of this review.

Results

Epidemiology of diabetes

Diabetes was first named by Aetius of Cappadocia in the 2nd century AD after the Greek word for ‘syphon’ due to the characteristic polydipsia and polyuria, but was known to the ancient Egyptians at least 1,000 years earlier.18 The addition of mellitus to the scientific name came in the 18th century in Britain, when the sweet taste of urine in patients with diabetes was observed. The central involvement of the liver and the pancreas in glucose and insulin metabolism was first described in the 19th century. Much of the diabetes over the centuries would have been ‘juvenile-onset’ type 1 diabetes, an autoimmune disease, but the so-called ‘maturity-onset’ type 2 diabetes was certainly present from ancient times, most probable among the affluent in wealthier societies. Today the epidemiology of type 2 diabetes, driven by dramatic changes in lifestyles, has largely eclipsed that of type 1 diabetes. The misconception that type 2 diabetes is a disease only of the affluent elderly is also now fading. Eighty percent of people with diabetes now live in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), and most are between 40 and 59 years of age.3 The changing lifestyles that accompany economic development have led to emerging ‘hot-spots’ for diabetes in the Middle East, Western Pacific, sub-Saharan Africa, and south-East Asia, where the disturbing trend toward onset at earlier ages is marked. Globally, roughly half of deaths due to diabetes are in those under 60 years of age, and in sub-Saharan Africa, 75%. Of additional concern is that nearly half (46%) of diabetes cases globally are undiagnosed, and in sub-Saharan Africa, this rises to 80%.5

Diabetes accounted for the deaths of 5.1 million people globally in 2013, similar in number to combined deaths from the major infectious diseases, including acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), malaria, and TB.4 The People’s Republic of China, India, the USA, and the Russian Federation are the most severely affected, but many countries have large numbers of cases including Brazil, several European countries, and even African countries (Nigeria, South Africa, and eastern African states).3 Many of these are countries with high-burden TB.
Epidemiology of TB
The epidemic of TB has an equally long history, having evolved over millennia rather than decades. TB has long been a major killer, only recently becoming controlled in high-income countries. Since the 1990s early case detection and effective control, specifically with DOTS, have been the mainstays of control, but improvement in living conditions and economic advancement were and still are a crucial element in reducing the burden. Despite the fact that in 2013 global prevalence and mortality from TB are in steady decline as a result of major international efforts, estimated annual incidence globally is only falling by about 2%. The TB elimination target of 2050 (less than 1 case/million globally) requires a reduction of 20% annually—ten times the current rate. Several important factors limit the decline in incidence. First there is a large pool of undiagnosed cases who fuel transmission and are likely to continue to do so. Lack of resources is among the many reasons cases are missed. Currently TB REACH programs are attempting to address this gap by funding projects to detect increased numbers of cases earlier in disease. This program, funded by the Canadian International Development Agency, has so far resulted in a 33% increase in case detection overall. Secondly, there is also a large pool of people with LTBI, and detecting these cases and instigation of appropriate preventive treatment is difficult. Accurate tests for LTBI are expensive and unavailable in many places, and preventive medication has side effects that limit compliance. Finding these asymptomatic people with LTBI is also a logistical and costly challenge and difficult in high burden TB settings.

MDR-TB
The WHO describes MDR-TB as a public health crisis. Today an estimated 630,000 people globally are infected with MDR-TB, with a treatment failure rate of nearly 50%, about 170,000 deaths annually, and many cases lost to follow-up. Only about 25% of the estimated MDR-TB cases are detected in high-burden countries. In Eastern Europe it is estimated that half previously treated patients have MDR-TB. In Belarus, one of the countries worst affected, one third of new cases were found to have MDR-TB, as did three quarters of previously treated patients. Over 10% of these patients had extensively drug-resistant TB (XDR-TB). The International Diabetes Federation estimates that Belarus had 445,250 diabetes cases in 2013. The reality is now that MDR-TB strains are spreading as primary infections in high-density populations.

A major obstacle to control is that diagnosis of MDR-TB requires isolation of the organism or molecular testing, both of which have limited availability due to lack of resources and, where they are available, technical limitations. Indeed, the WHO estimates that less than 3% of patients with TB have had isolates tested for drug susceptibility. The WHO also estimates there are half a million incident cases of MDR-TB globally and 50,000 XDR-TB cases, accounting for about 3.6% of all TB. MDR-TB has the potential to become the dominant, potentially untreatable form of TB globally. The threat to all countries is now real, and requires commitment and leadership if MDR-TB is not to threaten global efforts to control TB. Better and less-expensive detection methods and new drugs are urgently needed.

Diabetes and TB
Though the menacing connection between diabetes and TB has been known for centuries it was largely forgotten following the introduction of insulin for the treatment of type 1 diabetes in the 1930s, and thereafter the introduction of streptomycin for TB. It began to re-emerge only in the 1980s and 90s with a few reports, largely overlooked, from Chile, Tanzania, and Mexico. A larger study in Mexico in 2004, and our own study across the US/Mexico border in 2007, confirmed the importance of the association in Mexicans and Mexican Americans. At this point the severity of the global challenge became recognized, with reports of a three-fold increase in active TB associated with diabetes. Diabetes and the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (HIV/AIDS) both increase susceptibility to TB. The risk of TB in HIV-infected persons is now well documented. HIV/AIDS has had a major, adverse impact on TB control and on the spread of MDR-TB, and more recently XDR-TB.

After decades of emphasis in global health on infectious diseases, it is only now becoming recognized that NCDs, including diabetes, are of equal importance globally, and even more so than infectious diseases in terms of total morbidity and mortality in most communities. This is significantly so in LMICs, many of which are high-burden TB countries. The insidious impact of diabetes on TB epidemiology, mirroring that of HIV/AIDS in the early years, has been only slowly recognized. Alcohol dependence and smoking have long been recognized as risk factors for active TB, but type 2 diabetes is the newcomer to the NCD risk factor list and is likely the new elephant in the room. Though, as previously stated, the association of TB with type 2 diabetes first emerged in the late 1980s and 1990s in isolated reports from places as far apart as Chile and Tanzania, these remained buried in the literature. The real threat of diabetes to TB control became recognized as serious, albeit slowly, only in the first decade of the 21st century.
increased in part by resistance from some major agencies where the focus on HIV/AIDS and social risk factors was dominant.31

Thus in the first decade of the 21st century it became clear, first in Mexicans and Mexican Americans, that the increased odds ratio for TB in diabetes was as high as three- to six-fold.26–28,32,33 An observation in these studies was that TB patients with diabetes had an entirely different risk-factor profile from those without diabetes.28 Patients with TB and diabetes had none of the well-recognized medical and social risk factors such as HIV/AIDS infection, incarceration, and alcohol or drug addiction. In one study, diabetes patients with TB were generally older than those without diabetes.28 Indeed a diabetes patient with TB may be a middle-aged citizen whose exposure may have simply been a visit to a crowded market.

Reports from across the globe followed rapidly.17,34–37 The impact in the People’s Republic of China and in India is particularly grave.12 Reports from centers in India using glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c) as a diagnostic tool showed that nearly half of the TB patients seen in clinics in some states had diabetes as a risk factor, and only half of these knew they had diabetes.36,38 Poorly controlled diabetes increases the risk of TB a further two-fold.35 In our own studies and those of others even prediabetes increases the risk of TB.36 Today the re-emergence of the association of diabetes with TB with the pandemic of type 2 diabetes is widely established, with measures for control recommended and in some cases implemented.12,16,17,39 The interface of these two important diseases was solidly documented for the first time in 2009 with a comprehensive meta-analysis of the literature published along with an assessment of the global situation and determination of the research agenda.15,31 This led to the WHO framework for care and control of diabetes and TB published in 2011.40 This document recommends joint coordination between diabetes and TB programs within countries; surveillance for TB in diabetes patients, and diabetes in TB patients; and development by national programs of core sets of indicators and tools, including adaptation of DOTS systems for diabetes surveillance, reporting, and control. Further predictions of the impact of diabetes on TB were now assessed and the threat of diabetes to TB control globally fully articulated.12,39,41–45 The impact is recognized now to be greatest in high-burden TB countries such as Peru and the Russian Federation, and in the People’s Republic of China and in India where diabetes is estimated to have increased the number of TB cases by 46% between 1998 and 2008 (Table 1).38,46,47

The early failure to appreciate the impact of HIV/AIDS on TB was reviewed by Harries et al as a warning of the consequences of failure to act promptly on the threat of diabetes.12 For example, in our Hispanic population on the US/Mexico border, where HIV/AIDS is not common, the individual attributable fraction for HIV/AIDS is 94%, and for diabetes 68%, but the population attributable fraction (PAF) for HIV/AIDS is only 3% compared with 24% for diabetes.33 Indeed, in Europe today NCDs, including diabetes, are more important drivers of TB than HIV/AIDS.44 Observations in Central Europe are also striking, with a PAF for diabetes of 14.7% compared with only 2.9% for HIV/AIDS. Overall in established market economies the PAF for diabetes in TB is 14.4% compared with 6.4% for AIDS. This makes diabetes the second most important risk factor for TB in these regions, second only to smoking in magnitude.44 The increase in prevalence of diabetes, however, is most significant in the LMICs, particularly in south-East Asia, the Western Pacific and Africa. Seventy-nine percent of all diabetes and 95% of all TB is in LMICs.41 People with diabetes in poorer countries are more likely than those in wealthier countries to have TB and the projected increases in diabetes prevalence in these places is therefore likely to have major impact on the spread of TB.44 In some of these regions MDR-TB rates are very high, and here primary spread of MDR-TB among diabetes patients is set to become a significant threat to MDR-TB control.

LTBI is particularly important in the context of diabetes, since we have evidence using genotyping of isolates that half of the active TB infections associated with diabetes are likely due to reactivated TB.27 The age distribution in this study in Veracruz, Mexico, showed that the age of the reactivated diabetes patients was older, with the majority, 78/130 (60%), in the 45–64 age range, compared with 15/42 (35%) in the same age range among the clustered cases who were mostly younger.27 Screening for LTBI among diabetes patients, particularly in those at high risk for exposure to TB, should be seriously considered. Such individuals should be primarily sought in countries with high TB transmission or, in the case of more developed countries, in those emigrating from high-burden TB countries or communities. Further studies using interferon-gamma release (IGRA) assays and isolate genotyping are needed to clarify the risk presented by LTBI in diabetes patients in a range of geographic and social settings.

It is now generally established that diabetes is an individual risk factor for active TB, with an approximate three-fold greater risk. This risk is reviewed in a comprehensive
systematic review with meta-analysis. While the risk of TB in an exposed individual with HIV infection is greater than for someone with diabetes, the threat of diabetes to TB control is even greater at the population level than HIV/AIDS because the global burden of diabetes is orders of magnitude greater. UNAIDS reports that in 2012 there were 35.3 million people living with HIV/AIDS, and TB remains their leading cause of death. That is less than 10% of the number (382 million) living with diabetes. These numbers firmly establish the risk of diabetes to TB control globally.

**Pathophysiology of susceptibility to TB in diabetes**

Understanding how diabetes predisposes to active TB is central to developing new therapy both to protect diabetes patients and to improve TB treatment outcomes. Certainly, preventing or controlling diabetes is the simplest approach, but notoriously difficult to achieve, particularly when half the patients are unaware of their condition. The chronic inflammatory syndrome characteristic of diabetes affects both the innate and adaptive immune systems, many components of which are persistently and significantly upregulated. Though immune responses to infectious antigens are brisk in diabetes, we are beginning to understand that their effectiveness in controlling infections is conversely impaired.

Innate and acquired immune responses are not separate entities but operate in concert. Complex defects in both arms of the immune response to infectious agents, including TB, in diabetes are known to involve antibody response, neutrophil and macrophage function, CD4+CD8 ratios, and T-cell functions. There are several neutrophil defects characteristic of diabetes that may be critical in TB. Though adherence of neutrophils to vascular endothelium is increased, chemotaxis and transmigration into tissue are reduced. There are also impairments in neutrophil migration, phagocytosis, production of reactive oxygen species, and apoptosis. These defects result in decreased ability to respond to sites of infection; inability to clear pathogens; and excessive, damaging inflammation. Macrophages and monocytes also have impairments in critical defense mechanisms in TB infection including phagocytosis, activation, and antigen presentation. Alveolar macrophages have been shown to have reduced antimicrobial activity in response to challenge with Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Also reported is dysregulation of adhesion molecules E-selectin, vascular adhesion molecule-1, and intracellular adhesion molecule-1, all of which are upregulated during the innate immune response to aid in the recruitment of macrophages and other leukocytes to sites of infection.

To understand the processes it is important to view diabetes as a proinflammatory state with elevated cytokines, including those normally involved in control of M. tuberculosis. Despite significantly higher innate and type 1 cytokine responses such as interferon gamma, important in control of M. tuberculosis, diabetes patients fail to control TB adequately. This failure suggests some defect in pathways downstream from key cytokines. This hypothesis is supported by evidence that stimulation of whole blood from diabetes patients with heat-killed pneumococci results in a ten-fold increase in the secretion of interferon gamma, interleukin (IL)-6, and IL-17 compared with blood from normal controls; nevertheless antibody production and killing of pneumococci is impaired. Furthermore, CD4+ and T-helper 17 (Th-17) cell memory responses are impaired in diabetes and we have recently also found that neutrophils from diabetes patients producing neutrophil extracellular traps when exposed to Streptococcus pneumoniae exhibited impaired ability to kill bacteria. Another emerging hypothesis is that the elevated levels in diabetes of cytokines IL-6 and IL-1β (which promote Th-17 cell differentiation) skews the balance of T-cells to produce higher levels of Th-17 cells and suppresses the levels of inflammation mediating regulatory T-cells. Given the impairments that diabetes delivers to a whole range of poorly understood immune responses critical in TB, considerably more basic research is needed before we can have a sufficiently clear picture to design and develop targeted therapies. Taken as a whole the current literature suggests that a chronic proinflammatory state in diabetes while exhibiting hyper-responsiveness to invading organisms such as M. tuberculosis reduces ability to deliver the final blow and kill the invader.

**Impact of diabetes on TB treatment and outcomes**

Diabetes impairs responses to M. tuberculosis in multiple ways. Obesity compounds the problems presented by diabetes since obesity of itself is a risk factor for many pulmonary infections. The catabolic effects of the infection destabilize blood glucose levels. Rifampicin (an antitubercular drug) itself may induce hyperglycemia, and the effects on liver metabolism of this drug may result in decreased efficacy of antidiabetes medication. Isoniazid may worsen peripheral neuropathy. In general, diabetes patients do not tolerate antituberculosis therapy well and diabetes management
is compromised, resulting in complications and reduced compliance.\(^{41}\)

Possibly as a result of problems with treatment but also consequent to the increased mycobacterial load observed in diabetes, diabetes patients with TB take longer to clear the organisms from sputum.\(^{15,65}\) Diabetes also increases the likelihood of drug resistance (including XDR-TB) and TB mortality.\(^{15,66,67}\) It is also now clear that diabetes also increases relative risk of treatment failure and/or death in TB, as reported in another systematic review with meta-analysis, by 1.69 (95% confidence interval 1.36, 2.12).\(^{15}\)

One study reported an effect estimate for death of 4.8 in TB with diabetes (95% confidence interval 2.0, 11.6). The fear is now that in high-burden TB countries with high rates of MDR-TB, diabetes will fuel transmission of drug-resistant strains. These challenges together and singly suggest that longer treatment schedules tailored to use in diabetes may be needed if not essential. This will require well-designed clinical trials with results guiding affordable and effective decisions.

**Bidirectional screening for diabetes and TB: strategies and obstacles**

The preceding discussion shows that diabetes presents a profound challenge to TB control, including MDR-TB. So, what is to be done? In recent years efforts of the WHO and others have resulted in significant declines in prevalence and death rates from TB. This success is, however, mirrored by a lesser decline in the incidence of new cases – far short of the decline needed for elimination of the disease.\(^{19}\)

Two major impediments to control are missed or delayed diagnosis of active cases that fuel transmission and the large pool of latently infected people with LTBI who later develop active disease. Both are prominent in patients with diabetes. As also discussed previously, data from Mexico suggest that about half the cases of diabetes patients with TB result from reactivation of LTBI, with the remainder being new infections. These conclusions are based on sequencing data showing clustering of new infections with the same genotype, and sporadic appearance of what are presumed to be reactivation infections with a wide range of genotypes.\(^{27}\)

We need new studies to determine the geographic distribution of reactivation and new transmission in diabetes.

As long ago as 1974 the WHO advised against ‘indiscriminate’ mass screening for TB.\(^{19}\) However, this advice was based on populations with low TB burdens. In the high-burden countries, resources for diagnosis and treatment were in any event inadequate to draw any conclusions about the cost-effectiveness. Screening of some high-risk groups, specifically people with HIV/AIDS and contacts of cases, has continued, but diabetes was only recognized as a risk factor warranting screening in 2011.\(^{40}\)

Currently the WHO is reconsidering screening advice, but in the meantime, the recognition of the association of these two pandemics means that novel strategies for screening need to be developed to address the new risks, and that this is particularly urgent in high-burden countries for both diseases.

Two approaches are obvious from the outset: i) screening for diabetes in TB patients, and ii) screening for TB in diabetes patients. Current data on both approaches have also been systematically reviewed with meta-analysis.\(^{16}\) There are many challenges. Screening for diabetes in TB clinics was recommended in the WHO framework and is being field tested in India, Mexico, and the People’s Republic of China.\(^{58}\)

Many diabetes patients are unaware of their condition so do not self-report, particularly in LMICs, where funds and facilities for diabetes diagnosis and management are frequently lacking. Diabetes rates among TB patients ranging from about 13% to 50% and even higher have been reported in a systematic review with meta-analysis.\(^{17}\)

To be useful for case management, diagnosis of diabetes needs to be made at the time of diagnosis of TB. However, methods of screening for diabetes are problematic and correlate imperfectly.\(^{59}\)

Fasting blood glucose using strips is a simple and cheap test for diabetes that is widely used, but insensitive. It requires an already sick patient to be fasting. Random blood glucose can be used, and if this is over 200 mg/dL it is a reasonable and cheap indicator of potential diabetes but needs confirmation. An oral glucose tolerance test in acutely sick patients with TB has been used successfully, but it is expensive and is similarly not desirable since it requires fasting, an oral glucose challenge, and blood glucose monitoring over 2 hours in a sick and probably infectious patient. The oral glucose tolerance test commonly identifies more patients with potential diabetes than other methods.\(^{24,69}\)

Regardless, TB interferes with glucose control so that results from all these assays can be misleading, and in any event they do not correlate well when directly compared. An optimal solution is to measure HbA\(_{1c}\), which does not require fasting and which also circumvents the issue of the effects of the acute infection on glucose control, since it is a measure of average blood glucose over the preceding 3 months. Commercial point-of-care assays for HbA\(_{1c}\) are now available requiring small volumes of blood and providing immediate results, but the reproducibility of some of these assays is in question.\(^{70}\)
Whatever assay is used, it is expensive and thus out of reach for most LMIC countries. However, the desirability of determining diabetes status at the time of TB diagnosis in a single visit is considerable, since the knowledge will affect immediate clinical decisions about treatment and follow-up of the patient in addition to the management of diabetes and counseling of the patient. Introduction of treatment regimens designed for diabetes necessitates diagnosis at the time of presentation of the patient with TB. Wide availability of a rapid, reproducible, accurate but inexpensive assay is critical.

Diabetes patients clearly contribute to the large pool of undiagnosed TB worldwide and will do so increasingly as the pandemic progresses.16,71 Screening for undiagnosed active TB in diabetes is problematic, with even more unanswered questions. Nevertheless, it can be successfully done as has been shown by recent clinical studies. In high-burden TB areas the yield of TB diagnoses in diabetes clinics can be as much as three- to seven-fold higher than in the general population.16,71 In these settings, where screening is most needed, resources are again often lacking. Diagnosis of TB requires expertise outside the training and skills of the average diabetes clinic, such as applying and reading tuberculin skin tests, taking adequate sputum specimens and handling them safely, and reading of both smears and X-rays. Furthermore, all these tests are insensitive.

Even more challenging is screening for LTBI in diabetes so that treatment may be used to prevent open infection. The size of the pool of LTBI in diabetes patients is unknown, but is likely to be large, and certainly presents further opportunities for spread if these people progress to active infection. A major problem is that rates of conversion of LTBI to TB are unknown in diabetes, and accurate data to drive decision-making about screening will be difficult and expensive to obtain, requiring longitudinal studies.

Again, the most sensitive and specific assays, such as the IGRAs, are expensive, technically quite demanding (they require an incubation step and experienced reading) and thus out of reach in most LMIC settings.7 The WHO also recommends that IGRAs be used “in conjunction with risk assessment, radiography and other medical and diagnostic indications”.7 Evaluation has mostly been in high-income countries, and there are insufficient data to assess the use of IGRAs in LMICs, particularly in high-burden countries or those with high rates of HIV/AIDS. Most diabetes clinics will not have any of these capabilities on site, and moving a patient with diabetes to a TB clinic for diagnosis may add risk of further exposure, including exposure to MDR-TB strains.7 The risk of misdiagnosis and either unnecessary, or lack of, treatment is high in these circumstances. For these many reasons the WHO has not issued recommendations for the use of IGRAs in LMICs.7

Simple screening questions for active TB in diabetes have been developed and tested, but their sensitivity and specificity are poor.12,71 Even with a simple screening tool in place, we return to the issue of confirmation of the diagnosis. One potential solution that needs to be tested in high-burden TB populations is combining a simple questionnaire with the use of molecular diagnostic tools. This simple technique can be placed and operated in diabetes clinics and has the added advantage of identification of rifampicin-resistant strains and thus presumption of potential MDR-TB infections. However, these assays require collection of a sputum specimen, and thus a productive cough. Confirmation by isolation and complete sensitivity testing is also highly desirable. Diabetes patients living in high-burden settings will need repeated screenings. Poor record keeping and documentation in diabetes services and lack of established follow-up procedures for diabetic patients are further obstacles to implementation of effective programs.

In anticipation of improvements in diagnostic tools for both TB and diabetes there needs to be more research aimed at evaluating strategies and lowering costs. A simpler and less controversial approach that could be more immediately implemented is the education of diabetes care personnel, and indeed diabetes patients, on the risks, signs, and symptoms of TB. This would increase the possibility that potential cases be identified early and referred to diagnostic facilities. However, new approaches to education will need to be evaluated in different socioeconomic and cultural settings since the patients themselves may be mostly uneducated and uninsured, often unemployed, and from backgrounds with mixed beliefs affecting health-seeking behaviors. Furthermore, out-of-pocket expenses for management of type 2 diabetes are a common obstacle to case management. Connecting and modeling the diabetes clinic programs, which in most cases are poorly and inconsistently structured, with the better-structured TB clinics trained to deliver DOTS, will be important. Exchange of information between these primary care providers and shared data and training is needed at the country level. International experts in diabetes observe that the diabetes clinics in most countries would greatly benefit from the organization and structures of the TB programs that already exist, based on case detection and outcome measurements.72 Much could be gained by developing better overall diabetes clinic structures – specifically, consistent
protocols, procedures, and documentation – and linking them with TB programs within each country.  

Discussion

The diabetes pandemic presents a much bigger threat to control of TB including MDR-TB than previously appreciated. The sheer numbers of at-risk people in high-burden TB countries is set to drive annual TB incidence for years to come unless action is taken. Diabetes patients with TB have high mycobacterial burdens at diagnosis, which they clear more slowly; higher rates of relapse; and higher rates of MDR-TB. They are also more likely to die of their infection.

A striking finding has been that the diabetes patient with TB is likely to be older in some circumstances, a woman, and without any of the sociopathic risk factors frequently associated with TB. This is shown to be the case in relatively developed urban cities found on the US/Mexico border where exposure can occur in everyday settings, such as a crowded, ill-ventilated department store, market, or café. With increased populations globally affected by diabetes, especially in the crowded megacities, diabetes in ordinary market goers, regular citizens going about their daily business, is likely to become a very common mode of spread of TB.

Given the diagnostic and cultural challenges in many high-burden countries, no quick fixes are currently available. However, many efforts are moving us toward understanding what steps need to be taken. Research aimed at evaluating diagnostic and treatment strategies to identify patients with diabetes and TB in LMICs are yielding useful information, including surprising numbers showing just how many people are at risk and how widespread the problem is. Studies are also beginning to define what strategies could be effective in detecting early TB in diabetes, and identifying TB patients at elevated risk of poor outcomes from concurrent diabetes. Proposals to structure diabetes care with registries and effective follow-up modeled on existing TB programs are wise, though culture-specific programs will be needed and evaluated, and then applied on a large scale. Cohort monitoring of diabetes patients has been recommended, but for this and other initiatives, the will to provide resources is again needed.

Finally, the increased prevalence of diabetes has the potential to spread MDR-TB. These drug-resistant strains already threaten to become the dominant, potentially less treatable form of TB globally.\textsuperscript{8} Documentation shows that diabetes patients have higher rates of relapse and drug resistance than those without diabetes. Diabetes therefore has the potential to increase the number of resistant strains, and to spread them easily in everyday settings in LMICs. Diabetes will therefore be a considerable risk to control of MDR-TB.

The threat of this emerging interface of NCDs and infections is new and large. Unless we take steps to mitigate the effects globally, the achievements of several decades of TB control could be quickly negated.
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